A Better Place

When you act, the world you touch ends up better or worse. If better, the act was good. If not, not. If you aren’t acting to make the world a better place, you shouldn’t be here. But everything must be weighed against everything else, no one is perfect, and sometimes things are hard. Do your best.

In this game, you and a friend or two will be collaboratively imagining interesting scenarios in which a person might find themself where the world may or may not be made better. You’ll talk through the situation, considering what could work out well and what obstacles could cause things to go wrong. Together, you’ll narrate the events that take place, forming a vignette and then judging it.

During this process, one of you will be “On” -- narrating the actions of the primary character, working to resolve the situation in the most positive light possible. The others of you have the job of responding to the On-player by describing the most reasonable response to the main character’s actions. This takes the form of acting out interpersonal interactions as well as simply describing how the world responds. Any time one of the Off-players thinks it isn’t obvious how the world would respond, she has three tools for helping to resolve the narrative question:

Ask a clarifying question - If there’s an aspect of the situation -- of the main character or of the world, that might help resolve in your mind what should happen, turn to whatever player makes the most sense and ask them something. If their answer makes clear what should happen, narrate that. If not, use one of these three tools.
Ask another Off-player - If you think another Off-player might have an insight about how the narrative should proceed, ask them. They might see it clearly and provide an answer, and then that’s that. But they might also not see it clearly and in that case, they can employ one of these three tools.
Roll for it - If the situation is such that there are multiple outcomes that all seem reasonable, sometimes you’ll just want to let chance decide and roll with the situation as it progresses. When you’re doing that, pick up a die and phrase it something like “if I roll less than x, then y happens”. (Where x is a number you might roll and y is a narrative option.) If you meet the criterion listed, that’s the outcome -- narrate it and move forward. If you don’t roll “less than x”, then you know that narrative path is closed and repeat the process. Continue until you and your die has selected an outcome. Feel free to mix in use of the first two tools between rolls but once the die has closed a narrative path, it remains closed.

There’s no turn-order. Use the rules of conversation. Usually you’ll wait for someone else to stop talking before you start, but sometimes (for narrative fidelity or because you just have a great idea you want injected) you’ll interrupt and insert stuff. You hopefully have the skills you need for this, and if not, learning them will make the world a better place.

Take turns being On. One scenario, played and resolved as a vignette, has a main character whose actions are directed by the same player throughout. The next scenario should have a different On-player.

These scenarios can be scoped as tiny little things or great, grand struggles. You might encounter a child lost in the supermarket or try to cure pancreatic cancer. Any subject is fair game. Maybe your scenario takes place today and in our real world, right where you live. Or maybe it’s in some fictional place or bronze-age Korea.

To create a scenario, the On-player says something about the narrative set-up. The other players, inspired by what’s been said, add to it as much or little as they feel is needed. Everyone contributes and quickly builds a consensus about the situation. The Off-players should build some interesting details into the scenario. Things that can be called on to complicate and oppose the main character’s actions and success.

As you play, building the narrative around the main character’s goals and actions and the things getting in her way, things will slow down. Goals have been attained or permanently stymied and everyone has basically said what they need to. Everyone should be helping to watch for this development. If you think this is the case, bring it up and look for validation from the other players. If you generally agree, take a couple minutes to state anything else that needs to be entered into the narrative to wrap things up.

And then talk about it a little while. If there were problems with game-play, bring that up for sure and try to work out some better practices for playing the next scenario. But more, talk about how you define making the world better in the context of the vignette just played through. Did the main character generally leave the world better or worse? And either way, who were the local participants harmed or advantaged in the narrative?

Play again!

